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New Plier & Jaw Type Filter Wrenches 

LX-1807, LX-1815, LX-1816, & LX-1817 

 
Fort Mill, SC - The new Lumax plier and jaw type filter wrenches allow for a wide range of oil filter applica-

tions. Lumax filter wrenches provide greater comfort and better gripping force for stuck on filters. The filter 

wrenches are blackened for resistance to rust oxidation and corrosion for a longer working life.  

The LX-1807 is a jaws type offset oil filter wrench that fits filters from 2-1/4 in. to 4 in. (57mm-102mm). It’s 

a spring loaded wrench that allows for a wider range of filter applications. The LX-1807 is made from high 

quality, steel construction with a comfortable cushion grip when clamping down on the filter. The open-

ended band allows for easy access to multiple filter applications.   

The slip joint oil filter wrenches (LX-1815, LX-1816, & LX-1817) made from high carbon drop forged steel 

construction for strength and durability. The slip joint handle allows for a greater range to grab the filter. 

The slim and adjustable design fits where other handled wrenches would not. The dual-handle allows for 

better leverage to bear down hard to remove stubborn tight filters. The filter wrench is blackened for re-

sistance to rust, oxidation, and corrosion that will provide the filter wrench a longer life.  

The LX-1815 fits filters from 2 in. to 5 in. (50mm-127mm). 

The LX-1816 fits filters from 2-3/4 in. to 4 in. (70mm-102mm). 

The LX-1817 fits filters from 3-5/8 in. to 6 in. (92mm-152mm). Popular applications for this filter wrench is 

to stand up to the high torque needed to remove filters from trucks, tractors, and other heavy equipment. 

It fit most truck and tractor oil filters including Case, Caterpillar, Cummings, Detroit Diesel, John Deere, 

Mack and other heavy equipment.  

About Lumax 
Lumax has proudly served the professional Automotive, Industrial, Agricultural, Hardware, and Retail Mar-

kets with quality lubrication products for over two decades. As an industry leader, Lumax continues to grow 

by building its relationships and business with a strong foundation in World-Class products, customer ser-

vice, and value. For more information visit: www.lumax.com.  
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